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Feature to start new jobs from web interface
2017-08-03 05:02 - dehai

Status:

New

Start date:

Priority:

Low

Due date:

Assignee:
Category:

Feature requests

Target version:

future

2017-08-03

% Done:

0%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Difficulty:
Description

Current status
if you want run a job in openQA, you need use client script to start up a job in the backend of openqa webui. it is very trouble to
switch webui and backend.

want to change
can be add a start button after each job test in job group, in order to easy run a job. and also can be added a start all jobs button on
the top.

further more
I realized there is much more test cases in job group, and much more archs. so I think it will be had a filter to choose which jobs can
be run. and a button which can be started those selected jobs.

two parameters need concern
that are ISO and BUILD, because there is no such parameters in job group, if we want run every build in openQA, how to handle the
new build , old build and milestone build.

further ideas
would be nice to also offer retriggering existing tests and asking which options can be changed
Related issues:
Related to openQA Project - action #59091: The settings can not be modified w...

Rejected

2019-11-05

History
#1 - 2017-08-03 06:57 - coolo
- Project changed from openQA Tests to openQA Project
- Subject changed from [tools][openQA][webui][feature]add start button after each test in job group to Feature to start new jobs from web interface
- Category changed from Infrastructure to 124
#2 - 2017-08-03 16:29 - okurz
- Description updated
#3 - 2017-11-23 07:24 - coolo
- Target version set to future
#4 - 2018-06-15 19:08 - okurz
- Target version changed from future to future
#5 - 2019-06-20 16:01 - okurz
- Category changed from 124 to Feature requests
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#6 - 2019-11-07 11:16 - okurz
- Related to action #59091: The settings can not be modified when restart a job in web UI added
#7 - 2019-12-13 19:34 - okurz
- Description updated
#8 - 2020-04-01 14:25 - okurz
- Priority changed from Normal to Low
nice idea, hasn't been picked up, implicitly "Low" for us.
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